RJ45 TO PIGTAIL BNC
HD VIDEO BALUN

0E-VBRJ45PHD
PASSIVE, TRANSMITS POWER
RJ45 JACK TO PIGTAIL BNC

Single-channel passive video balun enables full motion video transmission and power transmission over UTP up to 2,000', or 3,000' if used with an active receiver. Compatible with analog or HD. Easy installation with RJ45 jack, pigtail BNC connector and power wires. One pair per package.

- RJ45 JACK TO PIGTAIL BNC
- FULL MOTION VIDEO TRANSMISSION + POWER OVER UTP, CAT5/5E/6/6A
- STANDARD RESOLUTION: UP TO 2,000' (600m)
- HD-CVI/TVI 720P: UP TO 1,000' (300m)
- HD-CVI/TVI 1080P: UP TO 650' (200m)
- AHD 720P/960P: UP TO 650' (200m)
- HIGH INTERFERENCE REJECTION
- HIGH TRANSIENT PROTECTION
- NO POWER REQUIRED

PART #: 0E-VBRJ45PHD
UPC: 811914024729
LENGTH: 8.2” (WITH PIGTAIL)
WIDTH: 0.63”
HEIGHT: 0.69”
WEIGHT: 1 OUNCE (EACH)

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT YOUR ADI SALES PERSON.

wboxtech.com